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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As of January 7, 2022, just over a year into the campaign to inject every human being with a gene

transfer product to protect against COVID, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System

(VAERS) has received 9,936 reports of death following the COVID jab in the United States’

territories alone.  When you include foreign reports received by VAERS, the death toll stands at

21,745.

A total of 1,541 miscarriages have also been reported post-jab in the U.S., or 3,594 if you include

foreign reports. Despite these shocking statistics, U.S. health oTcials and “fact checkers” insist

not a single death can be attributed to the shots.

During an early January 2022 Senate committee hearing on the nation’s Omicron response (see

video above), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Dr. Rochelle Walensky, and

director for the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Dr. Anthony Fauci, testiZed —

under oath — that they “did not know” how many deaths had been reported to VAERS following

COVID “vaccination.”

Walensky referred to the shots as “incredibly safe,” claiming — against all science — that they

“protect us against Omicron, they protect us against Delta, they protect us against COVID.” She also

falsely claimed that all reported COVID-19 vaccine deaths have been “adjudicated.”

No, VAERS Is Not a Repository of Fake Reports

Worse yet, both Walensky and Fauci claim any and all adverse events following vaccination get

reported to VAERS, including accidental deaths and car accidents. They both actually claim that if a

person gets the COVID shot and gets hit by a car afterward, that is reported as an adverse reaction.

Nothing could be further from the truth. First of all, adverse events are not automatically reported

and, certainly, obvious accidents are not entered into the system as a suspected vaccine side

effect.

As reported by Health Impact News,  there are about 18 reports in VAERS that include “road traTc

accident,” but most if not all relate to an adverse event, such as a heart attack, occurring while

driving. They were not hit by someone else and entered into the system. As noted by Pam Long in a

January 12, 2022, Twitter thread:

“If anyone in public health utters ‘a person can get hit by a car & report their death to

VAERS’ you need stop them, in any public meeting, and demand they explain what motive

would a physician have to inCate VAERS reports with car accidents or any unrelated

mortality?

Despite Walensky’s & Fauci’s cliché testimony to Congress. Not one person ‘got hit by a car’

& reported their own death to VAERS as a vaccine injury. Most reports are Oled by medical

professionals, using diagnostic language about drug reactions.”

VAERS was designed and created as an early warning system. It’s true that anyone can Zle a report,

but it’s time-consuming, requires the knowledge of medical details a patient oftentimes won’t have,

and carries penalties for Zling a false report. There’s absolutely no reason to suspect, let alone

assume, that people are Zling false reports just to make the shots look bad.

Fact Checker Outs Himself as a Pharma Propagandist

Walensky and Fauci aren’t the only ones lying about the lethality of the COVID jab. Mainstream

media are all-in as well. In a USA Today fact check,  Daniel Funke claims that “COVID-19 vaccines

[are] safe for children” and “not linked to deaths.”

“... online, some claim children face more risk from the vaccine than COVID-19 itself,”

Funke writes. “USA TODAY previously rated False a claim that children are 50 times more

likely to die from the COVID-19 vaccine than the virus. This claim is similarly wrong.

Public health o[cials say the vaccine from POzer-BioNTech is safe and effective at

preventing COVID-19 in children ages 5-11. As other independent fact-checking

organizations have reported, the beneOts of the vaccine outweigh its known and potential

risks.

‘Over 700 children have died due to COVID-19 in the United States,’ Dr. Sonja Rasmussen, a

professor in the departments of pediatrics and epidemiology at the University of Florida,

said in an email.

‘I am not aware of any deaths in children that have been attributed to the COVID-19 vaccine’

... The beneOts of the COVID-19 vaccine for children outweigh its known and potential

risks, according to the CDC. The shot does not cause death.”

Funke cites data from PZzer’s clinical trials, “which found the vaccine was safe” for children, as “no

deaths were reported” in PZzer’s trials for 12- to 25-year-olds, and those for 12- to 17-year-olds.

Funke dismisses the rationale for looking at VAERS data on the basis that anyone can Zle a report

and that reports are unveriZed, and therefore cannot be used to determine causation.

All Opinion and No Data

There are so many issues with this “fact-check,” no wonder Facebook attorneys are using the legal

defense that fact checks are “opinion” only and not actual assertions of fact.  There’s nothing but

opinions in this piece. As “evidence” that the COVID shots are safe and have caused no deaths,

Funke presents:

Another opinion piece by USA Today

The supposed opinion of unnamed “public health oTcials”

Biased opinion assertions by other pharma-funded propaganda organizations (aka, “fact

checking organizations”)

The opinion of a single professor who admits she is unaware of publicly available data

The unsupported opinion of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, a captured agency

that has repeatedly been caught manipulating data and changing deZnitions to Zt the pandemic

narrative

PZzer’s preliminary trial data, which whistleblowers warn may have integrity issues

The unsupported claim that VAERS data are unreliable because anyone can Zle, the implication

being that people can Zle fake reports

The debatable claim that VAERS data cannot tell us anything about causation, hence it’s useless

looking at it

It’s hard to come up with a less compelling list of evidences for safety, but then again,

propagandists have to work with what they have, and in this case, they have nothing. Funke

presents zero actual data to support his opinion.

Explain the Rise in Mortality if You Can

There are many data-driven reasons to suspect, predict and even assume that the COVID shots are

killing more people than they’re saving — regardless of the age group in question. It would take an

entire book to cover it all, so I will only review a few of those reasons here.

One very telling clue that recently came to light is life insurance data. According to OneAmerica, a

national life insurance company based in Indianapolis, in the third quarter of 2021, working-age

Americans (aged 18 to 64) died at a rate that is 40% higher than the prepandemic rate, and they

didn’t die from COVID.

And, according to CEO Scott Davidson, this catastrophic abnormality is consistently seen “across

every player” in the life insurance industry.  A 40% increase in mortality is simply unheard of, and

as of yet, they claim to have no clue as to what’s causing young and middle-aged people to die

prematurely at such an astounding rate.

Looking at it from a sleuth’s point of view, one might ask, “What environmental factor with unknown

safety was introduced in 2021 to people in this age group?” Sure, pandemic restrictions have led to

spikes in drug overdoses and suicides, which affects this cohort in particular. But “deaths of

desperation” cannot account for all of it.

The one wild card is the COVID jab. More than 173 million working-age Americans (18 to 64) got

these experimental gene transfer injections,  and doctors and scientists have elucidated several

mechanisms by which they might injure or kill.

What’s more, the rise in deaths began AFTER the rollout of the shots, and whatever the causative

factor, it is not only national but likely international in scope. The Insurance Regulatory and

Development Authority of India, for example, also reports a 41% rise in death claims in 2021.

Excess deaths (exceeding prepandemic norms) are also reported in the U.K.  Among teens (aged

15 to 19), mortality spiked right after teens became eligible for the COVID shot.  Between the week

ending June 26 and the week ending September 18, 2020, and that same period of time in 2021,

teenage deaths rose by 47%.

A rise in disability claims  also suggests that many who aren’t killed by this novel lethal threat are

seriously injured, often long-term. For all of these reasons, the COVID jabs cannot be taken off the

table. Logic demands that they be looked into as a potential causative factor.

Can VAERS Data Demonstrate Causality?

One person who has taken a strong stance against the claim that VAERS data cannot tell us

anything about causation is Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund.

In the video “Vaccine Secrets: COVID Crisis,”  he argues that VAERS can indeed be used to

determine causality.

It’s important to realize that the idea that VAERS cannot show causality is part of how and why the

CDC can claim none of the deaths is attributable to the COVID shot. Kirsch argues that this premise

is in fact false, and that causation can be determined using VAERS’ data.

To prove his point, Kirsch gives the following analogy: Suppose you give a two-dose vaccine. After

the Zrst dose, nothing happens, but after the second dose, people die within 24 hours of a deep

vein thrombosis (DVT).

When you look at the VAERS data, what you would Znd is no reports associated with the Zrst dose,

and a rash of deaths after the second dose, all within the same timeframe and with the same cause

of death.

According to the CDC, you cannot ascribe any causality at all from that. To them, it’s just random

chance that everyone died after the second dose, and from the same condition, and not the Zrst

dose or from another condition.

Kirsch argues that causality can indeed be identiZed from this kind of data. It’s very diTcult to

come up with another explanation for why people — many who are young, in perfect health with no

predisposing conditions — die exactly 24 hours after their second dose. It’s even diTcult to come

up with another explanation for people who do have underlying conditions.

For example, is it reasonable to assume that people with, say, undiagnosed heart conditions, would

die from DVT exactly 24 hours after getting a second dose of vaccine? Or that people with

undiagnosed diabetes would die from DVT exactly 24 hours after their second dose?

Why not after the Zrst dose, or two months after the second dose, or any other random number of

hours or days, or for other random cause of death? Why would people randomly die of the same

condition at the exact same time, over and over again?

At bare minimum, as an early warning system, VAERS is designed to kag potential causation. It’s by

looking for repeated patterns of side effects that you would begin to identify a potentially

problematic vaccine. Once a pattern is identiZed — and there’s no denying death within 24 hours to

one week is a pattern seen for the COVID shots — an investigation should be launched.

But no such investigation has been launched for the COVID jabs. Clear-cut patterns are simply

ignored. As an early warning system, VAERS is performing as intended, despite severe

underreporting (the CDC recently published a paper in which they admit COVID jab adverse effects

in children are underreported by a factor of 6.5 ). It’s the follow-up that’s lacking. But lack of

investigation and follow-up is not evidence that the shots can’t cause death.

‘Bad Batches’ Are Another Clue

Another clue that hints at SOME of the shots being able to cause rapid death is the “bad batch”

phenomenon. Independent investigations have revealed that some lots of the shots are associated

with very severe side effects and death, whereas other lots have no adverse events associated with

their use.

According to howbadismybatch.com, a site that matches up vaccine lot codes with reports in the

VAERS system, approximately 5% of the lots are responsible for 90% of all adverse reactions. Some

of these batches have 50 times the number of deaths and disabilities associated with them,

compared to other lots.

Another website that basically does the same thing is TheEagle’s VAERS Dashboard. (A video

explaining how to use the dashboard can be found on Bitchute. )

“ According to Fuellmich and Wodarg, this lot-
dependent data shows vaccine makers are
conducting secret experiments within the larger
public trial. They appear to actually be doing lethal-
dose testing on the public.”

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, cofounder of the German Corona Investigative Committee, and Dr. Wolfgang

Wodarg, a former member of the German parliament, discuss this “smoking gun” evidence in the

video above. According to Fuellmich and Wodarg, this lot-dependent data shows vaccine makers

are conducting secret experiments within the larger public trial.

They appear to actually be doing lethal-dose testing on the public. Wodarg argues that the evidence

for this is very clear from the data. They also appear to be coordinating these lethal-dose

experiments, so that they’re not all releasing their most toxic lots at the same time, or in the same

areas, so as to avoid detection through clustering.

More Data Showing COVID Jabs Can Kill

In closing, I will raise just two more pieces of evidence that speaks to COVID jabs having the ability

to kill large numbers of people:

• A recent histopathologic analysis of the organs from 15 patients who died within seven days

to six months’ post-jab, ages 28 to 95, found 14 of the deaths — 93% — were caused by the

jab.  None of the original coroners’ reports implicated the shots, however.

The association was only established through autopsy, which revealed a “process of

immunological self-attack” that is “without precedent.” “Because vaccination was the single

common denominator between all cases, there can be no doubt that it was the trigger of self-

destruction in these deceased individuals,” Drs. Sucharit Bhakdi and Arne Burkhardt wrote.

• According to researchers at Columbia University, the real number of people killed by the COVID

jabs is about 20 times the reported rate, based on their analysis of two publicly available

databases (VAERS in the U.S., and another in Europe).  That analysis was published in

October 2021, but few ever heard a peep about it. According to the authors:

“Comparing our age-stratiOed VFRs [vaccine-induced fatality rates] with published

age-stratiOed coronavirus infection fatality rates (IFR) suggests the risks of COVID

vaccines and boosters outweigh the beneOts in children, young adults and older

adults with low occupational risk or previous coronavirus exposure.

We discuss implications for public health policies related to boosters, school and

workplace mandates, and the urgent need to identify, develop and disseminate

diagnostics and treatments for life-altering vaccine injuries.”

Based on the ever-mounting data, the claim that COVID shots have not, cannot, and/or will not

cause death simply isn’t credible. And the longer these shots continue to be used, the greater the

likelihood that they will indeed kill far more than the actual virus ever did. We also need to

remember that the disabilities and long-term chronic ill health these shots are causing will

prematurely kill many more, even if it takes 10 or 15 years, and we have no data on any of that yet.
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Health ORcials Deny Even a Single Death From COVID Shots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

As of January 7, 2022, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) has received 9,936 reports of death following the COVID jab in the

U.S. When you include foreign reports received by VAERS, the death toll stands at 21,745
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According to OneAmerica, a national life insurance company, in the third quarter of 2021, working age Americans (aged 18 to 64) died at a rate that is

40% higher than the prepandemic rate, and they didn’t die from COVID
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The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India also reports a 41% rise in death claims in 2021, and teens’ mortality in the U.K. shot up

47% in the three months after they became eligible for COVID shots
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The Worst Ingredient for Your Immune System
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By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Znally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Guillermou
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The data shows that COVID injections are an abysmal failure, as COVID infection rates are highest among the "fully vaccinated" in all

adult cohorts. More vaccines more damage to the immune system more infections and hospitalization by omicron. Omicron is

punching big holes in the narrative of the pandemic as it predominantly affects the vaccinated, proving that vaccine mandates and

passports are irrational and useless. While ivermectin and primary treatments are discriminated against and punished, doctors who

recite practice them. A doctor has helped dozens of seriously ill patients recover using ivermectin and other drugs and supplements

not oTcially approved for the treatment of COVID-19, COVID VACCINES A SPECTACULAR FAILURE, DATA SHOW.

Data analyses from multiple countries show a negative correlation between COVID vaccination rates and worsening infection rates

and other health trends. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-spectacular-failure..  (01/26/2022) IT'S TIME TO END

THE MANDATES. Both sides have a compelling rationale to end the mandates and the State of Emergency. It's time to trust the

judgment of the American people. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/its-time-to-end-the-mandates?token=eyJ1c2Vy..  (01/25/2022)

FLORIDA DOCTOR: FAMILIES SNEAK IVERMECTIN TO LOVED ONES IN HOSPITALS WITH COVID-19, SEE IMPROVEMENT

www.theepochtimes.com/korida-doctor-families-sneak-ivermectin-to-love..  (01/26/2022)
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People would be shocked to learn the number of doctors who are using ivermectin prophylactically themselves. I do not have

numbers because there is no public data on this, but know there are many examples of this use. The hypocrisy of, "For me, but

not for thee."
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Gui, Almond and everyone, Was listening to a portion of the Highwire the other night, and found out they "the FDA/CDC" started

a second, smart phone system for reporting injuries and reactions. Its called v-safe, and those reports are not being included in

the VAERS reporting. Here's the notice: www.cdc.gov/.../vsafe.html  - if I remember, Del BigTree was talking how some portion

reports are not made public. Worse still, if people are reporting on their smart phones, will they then go to the VAERS system

and take a half hour to do a second report? This is an effective method of hiding a portion of adverse injury reporting.
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Almond: when the Covid panic Zrst started, I asked my son in law (a pharmacist) if he was allowed to Zll HCQ prescriptions or if

they were in short supply. He told me “yes, but the reason they were running out because the doctors were hoarding them for

themselves”.
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Gui, you notice the long lines at the testing centers? Most of those lines are in cities that have vaccine mandates. The city itself

and/or the employers in those cities have mandated vaccines for employment.
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V-safe was there from the git-go, and only a few days of results came out, with astonishing percentages of serious events. After

that, the data have been well hidden. And what percentage stopped reporting, the implications of which are too obvious?
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Thanks Almond, and people who don't have abscesses manage to save themselves in less unexpected ways. Smuggled

ivermectin in a chocolate bar saves the life of a British Covid patient. At the hospital the doctor added that, given her condition,

she was a very good candidate for intubation, something that she and her husband Michael did not accept. Michael made a

statement saying that the unvaccinated Carol should not be put on a ventilator and should be resuscitated. His statement also

instructed that instead of remdesivir and medazepam, Carol should receive high doses of vitamin C, vitamin D, and zinc.

www.brighteon.com/d4731501-e9a2-4647-8f1a-471961a79d29   Dr. Tess Lawrie of the British Ivermectin Recommendations

Development Group (BIRD) heard about her situation. The BIRD Group seeks to bring together physicians, health researchers,

and patient representatives from around the world to "advocate for the use of ivermectin against COVID-19."

bird-group.org/who-are-bird
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Thank you ROSE. The surveillance state constitutes the ultimate tyranny of a fascist state. Pharmaceutical corporation PZzer

has partnered with a Chinese Communist Party payment platform that is being used to roll out Wuhan coronavirus “vaccine

passports” across China. PZzer says it is "proud to support China's leaders" in this effort, which removes the rights of the

Chinese (what few rights they have) and forces them into a type of scenario where they must show proof of injection. a “tool” of

the CCP, which relies on it to procure “technology-enabled surveillance and social control” systems for mass enslavement.

thenationalpulse.com/2021/12/29/pZzer-partnered-with-alipay-praised-c..  (02/01/2022)
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Hi jamNjim. In Spain some communities are opposing immunity passports, but other countries impose martial law. Western

Australian Premier Mark McGowan recently stated that the state's vaccine passport mandates could last for years. He made

this announcement following an expansion of the proof of vaccination requirement, which he called "the broadest in the nation."

McGowan said on January 13 that restrictions against those who have not been injected with the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine

"will not be lifted anytime soon." He added that these could be in place "for years." These are the leaders who are destroying the

health of the population and the economic crisis. www.infowars.com/posts/australian-authorities-say-draconian-vaccine-pa..

 (01/19/2022)
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and I met a pharmacist who told me she ordered hundreds of Ivermectin when they Zrst announced it worked on covid... she

said she guessed it would be sold out.
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Siggy...what state does your son in law practice pharmacy in?
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100% Guillermou- but they won't admit this!
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I also heard that people that go in with a heartattack and are dying, they take a covid test and claim it as they died of covid. I do

not trust the tests or hospitals at this point. I don't even trust doctors any more. And with them saying there are no deaths from

the vaccine is a big fat lie. I know people that died from the vaccine and was in good health before that. There idea is to kill us

all and something has to stop already. We need to Zght this lie. Four countries are doing away with everything. And the more

jabs you get the more chances of you dying. That is what they want.
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Update. 50,000 truckers and 1.4 million people headed to Ottawa.

www.visiontimes.com/2022/01/26/canadas-freedom-convoy-poised-to-break-..  The population of Ottawa is about 1.5 million.

Trudeau can decrie the truckers and their supporters all he wants, but the freedom movement is huge. It is not going to disappear and

go away. However, the careers of some bureaucrats and politicians are over. What else... the support of railroad and airline workers.

Maybe a sick-out on January 29th in Ottawa? No food or toilet paper delivered to Parliament.

Parents, take children out of school to attend at least some of the rallies... if this works like in the US, schools will be motivated by loss

of dollars. Children need to see history being made.  Charities can start an Adopt-A-Trucker-Plan to provide gas $, open homes and

provide bed/showers to truckers, esp. cars with families.  Calgary-style Stampede wagons providing free kapjack and hot coffee

breakfasts--those of you preppers with portable stoves know how to do this.

Likewise, granges and cooks... any group accustomed to feeding large masses of people. Tell people the food is free, but have a

donation jar.  Can gymnasiums set aside even an hour a day for truckers to shower? Are laundromats willing to allow one free load of

laundry for truckers during certain hours? The reality is that people need clean underwear! Can you cut hair, trim beards? Those on the

road for a while may need it. Many left home on short notice.

This is an opportunity for massage school students to get their practice hours in, too. What is your skill set? What do you do for a

living or hobby that would be useful? What kind of networking can you do to bring money, people and resources together? Further, let

this be a wake-up call for any who are still totally unprepared. You should have stocked up long before inkation and "set something

aside". Failing to have done so, you allowed yourself to become dependent
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Great story, thanks Almond! clipped from the link: "The Freedom Convoy, now consisting of thousands (maybe tens of

thousands) of trucks, making its way across Canada en-route to the nation’s capital, Ottawa, to protest vaccine mandates, as

well as other COVID-19 measures implemented by the Trudeau government, may very well be the world’s longest convoy, ever,

and may even be the largest display of civil disobedience in Canadian history.  According to the Guinness Book of World

Records, the longest truck convoy ever recorded was in Egypt in 2020. At the time the convoy stretched 7.5 kilometers or 4.6

miles long.  Benjamin Dichter, the spokesman for the Freedom Convoy 2022, says the Canadian convoy now stretches some 70

kilometers or 43.5 miles. “I have seen footage from an airplane. It’s impressive,” Dichter told the Toronto Sun."
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https://youtu.be/5nR8z8z1Qoo  This video is from Jan. 26. The convoy is not scheduled to arrive in Ottawa until the 29th. Those

in the vicinity are going to need some ear protection for the next week at least.
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That's the best news I've seen in quite some time. Impressive it is, great to see so many Canadians making a stand for liberty!
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More trucker math:  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mile-long-freedom-convoy-protest-c..
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Watched link---Impressive!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 9:37:15 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau's Zrst loyalty is to Schwab's WEC school he attended for "global leader politicians"...Canadians, wake up! Rid yourselves

of your zombie "build back better" leader

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 9:51:43 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are coming from the West, they are coming from the East, and they are coming from the South. Go Canada, let FREEDOM

RING! Thank you Truckers. I remember the kindness of the truckers back when I was in the USMC. Hitching on weekends from

Quantico, Virginia to Moundsville, West Virginia. Always kind and considerate as they helped me on my journey with rides.

www.rebelnews.com/tags/convoy_reports?utm_campaign=mb_convoyupdate_1_2..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 10:37:50 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and the convoy of trucks welcomes any and all vehicles to join!  so if you can get there ~ go!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 11:29:16 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT and all... Next, expect Turdeau to blame shortages and inkation on the truckers. His administration needs a scapegoat for

many problems. Actually, when I proofread this, I saw that I am a lousy typist. I am not defending the Biden administration,

either. The people need a clean sweep to get rid of these lying politicians at all levels of govt.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 12:09:47 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis... 600 American truckers crossed the border into the Yukon to join the Canadian truckers. There is a convoy from South

Carolina heading to the border. I heard truckers have already started arriving at the border in Michigan. I'd like to see a strong

response from American truckers to support Canadians. We need the unity of a "Strong North" and "Strong South".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 12:13:11 PM
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Jharris2020
Joined On 1/19/2020 5:42:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would be extra lovely if they all had loudspeakers playing that classic C.W. McCall classic from the seventies: CONVOY!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 12:15:50 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jharris... The convoy and supporters understand the importance of music to a movement. Also, the use of alternative media to

stay ahead of disappearing videos. This is too big to be ignored--it is not going to go away. The convoy can no longer be simply

discredited.  I am expecting some kind of attempt at an agreement with weasel words and broken promises from politicians to

save their skin. However, there is no longer room for compromise. The convoy shows what the people are capable of. None of

this has relied on government... to organize, police or fund. Poeple have been responsible for themselves. Another plan of govt

has back-Zred--people have been locked down for so long that many consider this their annual vacation! ; - )

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 12:22:31 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch Toronto supporting truckers! www.youtube.com/watch

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 3:51:34 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Freedom Convoy is resonating with people because every truck in "the kow" represents someone's dream of opportunity

and a good life for their family. Whether it is a small family-owned business with a single truck or a larger independent

company.  Never ask people to surrender their hopes and dreams or you will pay a high price. It is more despicable when you

ask them to sacriZce their children. I will tell you exactly where the line in the sand was drawn. It was when govts came for the

children. People have had enough of seeing rashes on their school children's faces from masking and their sad little eyes.

They are angry when they go to the supermarket and cope with inkation that makes it diTcult to feed their children. Now, govt is

demanding that their children be jabbed to attend school or participate in most opportunities in life, such as team sports, higher

education, apprenticeship or employment. In the US, we have already seen children who are unvaxed for other diseases being

denied medical care by pediatricians.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 4:05:35 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is anyone else out there wondering whether the general population has a good handle on reality? There are still large numbers

of people who just don’t get it. I have been watching some videos on food shortages and shopping. People are asking most

often about are the availability of frozen pizza, spaghettios, ramen, bakery muTns, frozen wazes, tater-tots, chicken nuggets,

corn dogs, refrigerator biscuits, frozen dinner entrees, ice cream bars, sugary breakfast cereals, potato chips, white bread,

canned soda, popular brands of candy and junk foods. These foods are no bargain! These are people’s priorities. These ersatz

foods do not nourish or Zll tummies.

Some food brands turn my stomach when I recall the number of recalls due to food poisoning outbreaks.  I am shocked at the

crap being sold for meat. I understand there are a lot of things going on with price increases, but so much meat looks

unappetizing. A lot of meat is coming in from 3rd world countries and packaged in the US. People need to learn to cook from

scratch again. Ethnic recipes are a good place to start. Look for those with simple ingredients that are cheap and widely

available.  Also, learn the many ingredients you can omit or what you can substitute. Be kexible with menu planning. Never

refuse free garden produce in summer and fall, but Znd a way to use or preserve it for winter.

Why buy groceries if you have a full pantry? You just need to learn to be more resourceful—even with rhubarb and zucchini

recipes. Your family cannot afford to be picky eaters. Even if you are unable to garden, join with friends or neighbors to get

discounts on bulk purchases where you can. You also get free shipping with some minimum online purchases, so plan around

the times of year when they hold big sales. The money you do earn will go further if you can save more of it. Plan ahead to stock

up on things like spices you need for canning—there may be shortages when you need them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 4:58:31 PM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My barber was lecturing me how I was irresponsible to refuse the jab (he said vaccination) and he was very serious about it. He fell ill

and died suddenly a couple of weeks ago. He was in his seventies very healthy and on his feet for most of the day. He died within a

week and the doctors said they couldn’t do anything, his organs failed. His name was Pavlos.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 12:33:03 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Mihail - the Zrst surgeons were barbers - if anyone offers you POISON and you imbibe - then you have commited suicide by

lack of RESEARCH and gullibility that has lethal implications - these Zombies want to be looked after by Big Brother and Pharma

and government - but these agencies value Life other than theirs to be worthless - your barber is one of the victims of TV

Culture where the BRAIN DEAD gather to worship

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 1:22:38 AM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley Obviously he didn’t have malicious intent but still TV worshipers do a lot of damage persuading the undecided,

unfortunately.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 2:00:18 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Mihail, these events should be reported to show how people die from constant misinformation about the effectiveness and

risks of "vaccines". In a cell phone conversation between a doctor and her patient, who was the one who recorded the

conversation. The women were discussing whether the patient needs another vaccine shot. The doctor, unaware that the

conversation is being recorded, said no. Wanting a clearer explanation, the patient asked the doctor if she does not believe that

anyone should be vaccinated at a young age or if, professionally speaking, the patient should not be vaccinated.

As I told you, there is a lot of information coming out now that wasn't available before. And very soon all vaccinations will be

completely stopped,” the doctor said. “The information that actually comes out, you won't hear it on TV for a while, probably

because, I'm sorry, but yeah, very soon we're going to stop all the vaccines that people don't know what they are. Yes Yes."

www.brighteon.com/e794d030-4f18-4aa5-b8aa-48dd90ce6e30  (01/18/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 2:07:24 AM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, I have been living in two worlds. Every morning I glance at Mercola’s articles and say to myself we’re safe the truth has

come out. And then I step outside and see the concealed faces and bent bodies and come back to my senses, to the insults and

threats and the €100 or 300 or 10,000 (for shops) Znes and the widespread destruction. The awakening of the people is

happening, but slowly. Most banks have shut down in the area and few ATMs remain, broken down half the time. Power failures

are becoming regular. The parliamentary maZosos are passing laws that will imprison anyone whose speech will upset

somebody, or anyone who’ll keep their children out of school. They’re going all out and so are we.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 4:26:42 AM
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This probably happens more than we know. When I hear about something like this, I plant a little seed in another pro-vaxxer’s

brain casually mentioning their death and the jab in the same sentence. We might get through to one person at a time.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 6:48:22 AM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui what a breath of fresh air, a doctor conZding in a patient like that.

Siggysauer I’m just beginning to realize that it is so much more productive to drop hints than to make statements or give

lectures, you’re so right on this.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 7:11:08 AM
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alas, so much of this, and so many refuse to face it. Siggysauer has the idea. Keep dropping little hints without editorializing or

challenging people's beliefs. Such info carries so much more weight if people think it might be coming from somebody with

similar overall beliefs.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What country is it that claimed death from these shots are a form of suicide if a person dies so the State is not responsible?

Can't recall if it was France? or another?
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was France where insurance companies are refusing to compensate because the jab is considered voluntary, therefore a

suicide.
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Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's hilarious.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday, the 26th, I had my scheduled visit with my cardiologist. Health wise still batting 1,000. Great doc, knowing I have not

had the jab, no lectures on why the jab is good for all. He just said stay alert, omicron for about six more weeks. I told him the

president? Biden's State of the Union speech on March 1st will probably include him saying he has successfully ended the

"pandemic". Cause he has no accomplishments. My doc just smiled and I could see agreement in his smile and eyes. Let's go

Brandon.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How sad that is to read. We, the ones who know the truth instead of believing the deceivers, must realize that most people who

read Dr. Mercola's articles are people who rarely, if ever, write comments here. Please have pity for people who were deceived.

Many people are reading the articles, and some are reading these comments in hope of Znding information with which to help

themselves and family and friends. We, the knowers and life-long learners, must help.  Knowledge is responsibility. Vera has a

video from Brussels, several days ago, in English, for us all. Several times during her speech, she clearly mentions defending the

rights of a minority, the unvaccinated.   rumble.com/vt5sr2-vera-sharav-holocaust-survivor-on-government-covid-m..
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis I used to know a wise doctor once upon a time. The ones I know now I wouldn’t go near them to collect a debt. Ringer2

thank you. My problem has been how to transfer the wisdom from these pages to the outside world. It is not easy. As you can

see some of us came to a relevant realization here today.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can feel the desperation in these vermin at their failing campaign of terror..to avoid the doom of exposure...Another war as

proZtable distraction? More invasion of privacy, inalienable freedoms, censorship, secrecy and denial?..Julian Assange outed the

warcrimes of Bush/Obama/Clinton and rots in prison... still awaiting the swift "wheels of justice" ever rolling into the future. Speaking

truth to power is a dangerous yet necessary act!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall. It is necessary to tell the truth so that more and more people abandon the hypnotism to which the corrupt power

has subjected them. Some scientists and doctors are already doing it. ‘OBSCENE’ COVID POLICIES SERVE BIG PHARMA NOT

PEOPLE, EXPERTS SAY A group of world-renowned doctors and medical experts who joined Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) for a

panel discussion on COVID blasted the federal government's response to the global pandemic, calling many of the policies

"obscene, absurd, illogical and nonscientiZc." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-policies-serve-big-pharma-no..

 (01/24/2022)

You Randal who loves Natural Medicine: A simple amino acid treatment protocol helps covid-19 patients recover faster. Dr.

Mercola already recommended lysine against Covid. One of the essential amino acids, L-lysine, can block SARS-CoV-2 and

prevent serious illness in covid-19 patients. Lysine is an essential amino acid that is used to make proteins in the body. The

body cannot produce lysine on its own; therefore, it must be obtained through the person's diet. L-lysine is responsible for

growth and is used to produce carnitine, a nutrient that converts fatty acids into energy.

We know that lysine also helps the body absorb calcium, it is essential for the formation of collagen, skin, tendons and cartilage

in the body. A study conducted by Bio-Virus Research Inc. tested the essential amino acid, L-lysine, against SARS-CoV-2

infections in humans. The one hundred and forty patients with covid-19 were between 16 and 77 years old. Patients who were

treated with L-lysine supplements recovered faster and were discharged just three days after treatment began.

www.theepochtimes.com/lysine-therapy-interrupts-replication-of-virus_4..  (01/24/2022)
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Capt'n Redox, Switching focus to the Ukraine, no doubt another distraction. Will something come of it? As of yet undertermined.
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Something wicked this way comes.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui...Everyone including the dum-dums I know take collagen powder daily...Lysine/proline plus Vit C maintain ALL

connective tissues and conductivity of chi/acupuncture meridian channels. Even part of Rath cancer protocol! I just make

bone/cartilage stocks to use in sauces, rices, gravies, gumbos and soups..and I know where those bones come from and that

they contain the full complement of glucosamine/chondroitin accompaniments.  kfa...Some thing evil has been our cultural

narrative for centuries if not forever.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this article brings back the memory of the FAKING of the Covid statistics by these same entities that now deny the integrity and

authenticity of the VAERS Reports - typically criminal SCUM behave consistently = meaning "once a criminal, always a criminal" -

Wallensky and Fauci are professional LIARS that exploit human suffering and humiliation on behalf of Big Brother's subsidiary Pharma

- whatever they do or say is a "holding position" that they believe will enhance the false narrative of Pharma 's alliance with the Snake

and the Rockefellers obssesion with murdering their fellow human beings - their ideology is termed "Eugenics" but this is synonomous

with the aims and aspirations of the FAILED Reign of Terror that used "Nazi" as their buzz word - everyone with any viable brain

function must be aware of the NEGATIVITY that surrounds these Death Worshippers -

now we are embarking on a second round - a replay of deranged human resentment to the existence of fellow human beings -  these

MADMEN believe that economic catastrophe on a planetary level that will MURDER many billions of "useless eaters" is a sound

philosophy of Life - they are WRONG - countless instances have been listed and exposed by Dr Mercola in his daily revelations of the

abject failure of this CONSPIRACY - and yet the vast majority of BRAIN DEAD sleepwalkers still BELIEVE the propaganda - even as the

narrative CRUMBLES they love their masks - and cooperate with the Lies and deception by KEEPING THE FAITH of government and Big

Brother's charade - when I look around I do not see humans waking up - I see humans fast asleep - like Sleeping Beauty they dream on

waiting for a magic event to pull them out of their sleep -

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleeping_Beauty#:~:text=Sleeping%20Beauty%20%28F..    also for art lovers -

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleeping_Beauty#/media/File:De_schoone_slaapster..
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good morning Stan, yes, many people must fear the worst virus, that of unconsciousness. As Dr. Reiner Fuellmich pointed out

and commented in the video on Wodarg's information, that the vaccines were a dark and planned trial and that they were made

to kill thousands of people intentionally and that Fuellmich added that it was done in a coordinated and synchronized with PZzer

in the lead and followed by Moderna and Johnson & Johnson. He pointed out that all these pharmaceutical companies knew

about this mass serial murder. As a lawyer, that is inescapable proof of premeditation.

And once you have premeditation, there is no immunity for anyone, not even in the United States."

www.globalresearch.ca/video-new-Zndings-about-covid-19-vaccines-reine..  (06/01/2022).. More data on the fraud of the

adverse effects of "vaccines". The Government of Alberta, like in any other place in the world, aTrms that the effectiveness of

the vaccine is impressive by following the fraudulent standard established by drug manufacturers in clinical trials, that is,

ignoring adverse results in the Zrst two weeks after administration and also inkate the unvaccinated numbers, in addition to

ruling out events within 14 days of dose 2 in the partially vaccinated as well.

Nearly half of all newly vaccinated COVID hospitalizations occurred within 14 days, meaning they were treated as unvaccinated

in the statistics. In terms of deaths, the duplication is even more serious, with nearly 56% of deaths in newly vaccinated

occurring within 14 days and nearly 90% within 45 days. In the link signiZcant graphics

metatron.substack.com/.../alberta-just-inadvertently-confessed  (01/14/2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The advice of Dr. Robert Malone. If he has been vaccinated, he should stop now. Don't get the booster. My friend likes to repeat

the old adage, "When you Znd yourself in a hole, stop digging." Everyone needs to stop listening to the CDC now and start

listening to the people who have been saying to ditch vaccines and aggressively promote early treatment with repurposed

drugs. NIH, CDC, FDA are corrupt and incompetent and will not be held accountable in open debate. This has been going on for

20 years in the vaccine space. stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-study-shows-vaccines-must-be  (12/25/2021)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi there Gui - the WARNINGS are lost in the clamour of information that indicates "strict caution" when dealing with potentially

LETHAL substances - with the distribution of POWER so thoroughly skewed in favor of the Death Worshippers we now have a

situation where the state of YOUR MIND becomes the authority whether you live or die - the Snake / Falsie / Rockefellers /

Schlob all want you DEAD - and yet Zombie Culture puts their lives in these maniacs hands - God Forbid that they take

responsibility for their own health with some curiosity / inquiry / research / critical interpretation of the Facts - they want to

sleep in front of the TV and never wake up !!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan, saved this one for you! (and everyone) - - -"All the evidence you need: Bill Gates in Davos on Jan 24, 2017" -

www.bitchute.com/.../zQf4FgJv9Gz1  - it needs no further comment.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, pathological liars, they can't help themselves. Most likely have told them so much they may actually believe them. The

more they lie, the more ridiculous they show themselves to be. rrealrose. more than one clip like this & the TED clip. Touched on

brieky in Legacy Media, (if the memory is working, PBS & even 60 minutes,) then moves on quickly & Bad Bird Billy goes on to

describe doing is what he just got done denying what he is doing. Like Fraudci pretzel tongue throw out a fog to confuse those

who haven't had the background to know what a big sack of $#!+ he is or what he is actually talking about, let alone the

implications.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Stan, I am dumbfounded at the number of intelligent people who still support this vaxxxx BS; even when they themselves

and their family members get the virus AFTER they have been jabbed! I truly believe that unless someone near and dear to them

dies or gets seriously vaxxx’d injured, and there’s no denying it was CAUSED by the jab, that they just won’t see the evil and

destruction the gene therapy is causing.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alas, Stan, indoctrinated belief is a tough nut to crack. Darwin awards are getting cheaper by the minute.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi rose - watched the SNAKE but cannot control my imagination when faced with his visage -he morphs continually - mostly

reptilian mouth zone - there are some existentials like the SNAKE that I have closed the book on - have no curiosity only

contempt  - steve - found your post convincing - especially your Znal summation - " a sack of excrement"  - Siggysauer - thank

you for seeing it in the same light - thank you  - balhawk - yes - they always prefer the herd - individualism was alright in Paris in

the 20th Century but recently has fallen out of fashion - except Jim Morrison who went there and others - the " NEW LOOK"

human specimen is robotic and automatic - Marcuse's work "One Dimensional Man" comes to mind
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Stan, yup, nearly all predicted in that veiled wording....also numerous historical precedents? Here's a blast from the past,

explaining more of what we've been living under? in the shadows of? A dark and sordid history no matter what way you view it.

"THE TRUTH ABOUT HIV AIDS!!!" - www.bitchute.com/.../Yw0wvaocXwKU  - - - - Looks as if the snake was simply picking up the

baton from Henry Kissinger, and pushing this lucrative business investment, under the guise of philanthropy, regardless of

serious fails, overlooking human pain and suffering being inkicted. My hope is his entire spider web, a giant interlocking public

private partnership program will be brought up and into the light soon, so it can be defanged and dismantled. Also hoping it

takes the entire vaccn industry down with it, and will bring supporting agencies down as well. The tide is turning, you can feel

lighter and brighter in the late winter air, anything is possible.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose - there are deeper levels of brainwashing - most humans are wholly dependant on brainwashing for thought - " fear" has a

long shelf life - the Slave Masters like SNAKE understand the codependency addiction - without the SNAKE'S sadism , nothing

happens - they { the Masses} need to be chastised because this is how they learn - by being obedeient - Fuhrer SNAKE is the

necessary sadist for the Masses corredtive behavior modiZcations - like a Dominatrix in a sado-masochistic set up
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ros11356
Joined On 9/2/2020 3:41:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been thinking that maybe these so call vaccines, are part of their smart experiment, smart phones, cars , and so on. I think that

these injections, are able to attack people where they have weaknesses, or predisposition to a illness or condition. some people die

right away. However I have heard of many cancers, illnesses being reactivated. That includes mental health issues. I have seen many

peoples brains affected after the jab. They know something is wrong, but do not relate it to the jab. Mix in 5G, a recipe for disaster.

People Znd it hard to believe that all the governments of the world would allow it. However I know that this evil world government, who

has been in place for a VERY long time is doing just that.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, ros11356 ~ Correct you are about all the Smart devices being thrust into all our lives, along with the evil shot. I too, know

several folks who have been badly harmed by that jab, and another young guy (24) who died right after his 2nd shot. He was still

in the Medical Centre when it happened, and of course, not a word about it anywhere. I have family members who had to get

that shot as soon as it was available and are now showing the effects. My much older brother (91) was in great condition for his

age (young looking/acting - still very active) and now his whole attitude has changed, as he's become short tempered, and

critical, while his wife (also 91) is quickly losing her memory.

The thing with all this new technology is that it came fast and furious and with many 'unknown' substances involved (installed)

that it's nothing now to conquer the world with it. We keep learning about the new robots, and along with all this, I've heard from

reputable sources, it's not long until they have the mind control implanted in the body, which is kind of happening now since

those shots are changing the DNA & lessening people's ability to think as they did before. Awhile back Dr. Mercola said by 2030,

we will own nothing, and be completely content and happy. We already have very little (hardly any) privacy. Ah, yes....  It's all

easy....most people (those who are not as smart as we fellow Mercola followers) readily accept the new and improved

technology, as it's been happening over the years, and just the way life has become.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! There's a difference between knowing and believing. Dr. Mercola reported what Klaus Schwab of the WEF (World Economic

Forum) wrote and said regarding Schwab's goal of making most people renters instead of owners. Dr. Mercola opposes that

goal. The WEF is an international NGO (nongovernmental organization) and lobbying organization, legally a foundation,

headquartered in Cologne, Switzerland.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing backing Fauci's claim, time for him to be arrested. There are 208 like this in VAERS: 0911442,12/29/2020 She felt like

she was hit by a bus. 0923413,01/06/2021 He just felt like he was hit by a truck. 0936374,01/12/2021 feel like her skin is crawling and

was hit by a freight train. 0947511,01/15/2021 whole body hurt as if she had been hit by a train. 0947852,01/15/2021 woke up and

felt like she got hit by a tractor trailer, 0954652,01/19/2021 felt like she had been hit by a baseball bat 0957426,01/20/2021 feel like I

have the ku, hit by a bus, freezing cold chills, nausea 0970102,01/25/2021 diarrhea is wiping her out.

She said she felt like she was hit by a Mack truck 0990588,02/01/2021 patient felt like she was hit by a mack truck.

1000055,02/04/2021 felt terrible like hit by a truck 1001500,02/04/2021 like she was hit by a truck 1001514,02/04/2021 she felt like

she got hit by a train 1020945,02/10/2021 felt like I got hit by a semi truck.  1036469,02/17/2021 like being hit by a car. Every muscle

and joint in my body hurt. 1051359,02/24/2021 she felt like she got hit by a bus 1053871,02/25/2021 feels like she has been "hit by a

truck" 1068106,03/03/2021 felt like she had been hit by a truck 1073602,03/04/2021 it was like he got hit by a truck.

He was typically a high energy person 1100389,03/15/2021 felt like she "got hit by a truck 1114261,03/19/2021 felt like she got hit by

a truck 1135755,03/26/2021 felt like she was hit by a truck 1148518,03/30/2021 felt like I got hit by a bus - achy, fever, cough out of

nowhere 1183792,04/09/2021 Disoriented; Felt like she was hit by a bus; Extreme body aches; Tempe 1190894,04/10/2021 ng hard of

hearing and she got hit by a car at age 2 and after she got 1202319,04/13/2021 of my arm felt like I had been hit by a truck. I had a

fever again tha
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The term "CON MAN" stems from ConZdence Game, relies on gaining the conZdence/trust of the victims
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My once robust neighbor took the jabs and is now a walking skeleton, in incredible pain, horrible gastrointestinal issues and

says he wants to die. He also describes the feeling as being hit by a truck. It’s been horriZc watching his decline.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For you who Znd these articles and informed comments rather overwhelming and who want a clearly explained, brief and simple

account of the present crisis, which is a crisis of fear and ignorance rather than a health crisis, but which has now been transformed

into a health crisis by a bio-weaponn disguised as a vaccine, particularly if you are a bit up in age, as I am at 84, I suggest you view this

48-minute video: "Take the shot, die of cancer; Dr. Steve Hotze interviews Dr. Sherri Tenpenny": www.bitchute.com/.../UjB5y5I5wO1N
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I, too, am shocked and horriZed to see how gullible and distanced from reality many people are. They trust a tv box over their
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own observations. Further, many lack a scientiZc background and cannot do simple math. Much of their judgment is based

upon emotion and a need to belong to the herd rather on reason. I guess their reason is that they would rather be dead than

different, so they remain in denial. Yet, many are the same people who would eschew the use of mind-altering drugs out of fear

of harm. They also fear ivermectin because they believe claims that it is "unproven. However, they are eager to be injected with

an "experimental" drug. I do not understand being surrounded by so many vaxine-injured and dead people yet still remain in

denial as to the cause, calling it all a coincidence.
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Most of the general public these days may or may not watch or be inkuenced by TV, but ARE involved with their doctors, as

nearly everyone has some type of medical condition requiring some kind of meds. SO, they are in touch with their doctors, or at

least the medical community, pharmacies, etc...........Bingo! They are ALL promoting this wonderful, salvation of vaccines. And

signs are everywhere! No matter which store you enter, there are shots being promoted and AVAILABLE HERE. The stores

offering the shot make it so convenient that most people who don't have it yet, fall right into their trap, as it's SO convenient

having it done right now while there...FREE and EASY, no more gas wasted going to the doctor's oTce.

Recently, I've had to call my Credit Card Co. 2-3 times and once they get my ID, (auto voice) the next thing programmed into that

voice box says: "Now, how can I help you? If you are calling about Covid..........." What???  Why would I be calling my CC Co.

about Covid ? Perhaps I'm too naive, but it doesn't make sense to me. Anyway, I think that's why so many unsuspecting people

fall in the trap, as they trust their doctor and other medical folks, because THEY care about keeping them safe. If they talk to

someone like us, well, we have no medical degree and what do we know? As well, the information has been around long enough

now, meaning they've no doubt heard by now not to trust the unvaxxed, as they are nut-cases and the cause of spreading the

virus more.
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The Corona Con is no doubt not the Zrst or only Con. It has become one of the most obvious & seems to be one of the largest. As

Kennedy DOCUMENTS & backs up with hard facts, just the Fauci manipulations go back decades. VAERS over the years most likely

has become captured along with other institutions meant to keep track of Big Corporations behavior. Situations surrounding the

Corona Con suggest VAERS most likely has become a system to tease out limited information be manipulated to back up whatever Big

Pharma or the Institutions they have captured want the information to show. For the CDC & Fauci to testify, to give press releases

claiming no deaths, few if any side effects kies in the face of reason.

Claims of studies with the Emergency Use Authorization Jab/s are so lame, when necessary studies were kat out never done, stopped

when information was unwanted, manipulated. So called cases don't matter. How many people became unnecessarily sick due to no

early intervention needing hospital care do. The people dying because Fauci's Blitz Kreig is only a success if the end result was to

infect as many as possible to push & promote unnecessary Jab/s for a virus long known to constantly mutate. A virus known to if

becoming a problem, to correct itself to survive into milder, quieter forms.

Yet a perfect condition to create fertile grounds for never ending boosters. One Size Does Not Fit All. Does anyone have the experience

where any product, substance, practice Fits All? Regardless of if something generally has a positive for most, aren't there usually

groups of people who should not use it? Basically, keep right on lying about the Corona Con. Keep lying about nearly everything in

general at this point, your lies of darkness just make the Light of Truth shine brighter. It may be slower than we would like, but the

Light of Truth is spreading wider after each & every lie.
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Yes, Just, real data on deaths and damage from "vaccines" are impossible given the corruption of the pharmaceutical MaZa and

"health" institutions. A serious problem is that many researchers and more doctors refuse to debate with those who defend true

science. They don't even want to hear that they could be wrong, because they compromise their professional situation and they

are also afraid of contradicting the false beliefs of their academic training. This is why the scientiZc community is so stuck in

their beliefs. Basically, they are very adept at Zltering out any information that doesn't align with their beliefs.

One of the most insightful dialogues of 2021 was Joe Rogan's interview with Dr. Robert Malone. Malone insisted on some

essential points Pharmaceutical companies have an ethical obligation to demonstrate that the spike protein in their vaccine is

not toxic, Malone said. the term "antivaxxer," which is used to socially isolate anyone who disagrees with drug company

propaganda. The BBC accuses people of spreading "misinformation" if they speak out against Tedros, Fauci or other vaccine

propagandists. Malone said that two people were key in this decision. One of them was vaccine promoter Rick Bright, who

heads the Rockefeller Foundation's Pandemic Prevention Institute.

Rick Bright used his position as Director of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority to discredit

chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine. Senator Ron Johnson wrote to Woodcock, Fauci and other public health oTcials, detailing

his concern that effective treatments to eliminate dangerous vaccines, for which informed consent had not been properly

applied, were being withheld. threadreaderapp.com/.../1477032151493267460.html  (12/31/2021)

www.brighteon.com/ef9413d0-d61c-4132-928c-a453e73b93c2
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This Swedish study raises several red kags regarding covid vaccines and mortality rates revealing three main issues. The paper

found that the vaccine offers no protection at all. Their supposed protection plummeted signiZcantly after six months, even for

severe cases of COVID-19. The study not only shows that the effectiveness of the vaccine is declining. It shows that protection

is a complete fallacy. The study concluded that those who are vaccinated are more likely to become infected and suffer serious

illness than people who are not vaccinated. alexberenson.substack.com/.../another-major-red-kag-about-covid  (12/18/2021)
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those two lying genocidal manias should be investigated and hopefully sentenced to jail. that big pharma mercenary woman NEVER

KNOWS ANYTHING she is ASKED. But she and mobster fauci were very well coached into lying to the softballs congressmen throw at

them... They are so shameless, that they are turning the tables on the same argument they were accused of: blaming covid for any

deaths by people who died with covid but for many other reasons, like car accidents. Now these "smart" criminals, use the argument

on their favor: deaths from vaccines are from deaths who have nothing to do with the vaccine... that tony FRAUDCI is the king of mass

manipulation. every word is twisted to favor and protect him. The two most prominent health oTcials under oath, declare NOT

KNOWING HOW MANY PEOPLE HAD DIED from vaccines. How does she know the vaccines are SAFE if she has NO IDEA how many

people have died or injured These monsters deserved to be sentenced to death by a jury by "lethal injection"
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The scope and sheer ability by those who set this agenda up in totality is surreal. Its worked to perfection with not ONE person has

been held to account for the obvious criminality and corruption. Just astounding!
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and the beat goes on, lies and fabrications, but do not overlook the suppression of available treatments. In Jan of 2020 ivermectin was

changed to a prescription only drug from an over the counter drug. Artemesia is now outlawed in France, it is the main treatment in

Madagascar for covid/ Madagascar ranks in the 135th position for most deaths recorded per million population. 42 deaths per million,

compared to almost 2000 per million in France. In the latest "what are you insane" legislation out of France is the health ministry is

looking to classify vitamin D3 as an endocrine disruptor and dangerous to your health. Here is a link to the French Senate web site

 www.senat.fr/.../qSEQ220126178.html  hard to believe.
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IT would be hard to believe if France wasn't run by stooges of the cabal.
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Makes me wonder what those senators have been doing. Maybe they're under the inkuence of something, such as corruption.
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I don't know how anyone could interpret the data from all of the deaths and especially the timing of the deaths without concluding that

these mRNA jabs are killing people. Yesterday I gave reference to WORLDOMETERS Covid-19 death counter graph. Here's another

graph that shows USA's mortality rate for 2021. Just like the Covid-19 death graph from worldometers, this graph from

usmortality.com shows a huge increase in deaths during the rollout of the vaccines and the boosters:

www.usmortality.com/excess-percent  Everyone should pay close attention to March 2021 through July 2021.

The death rate was NORMAL! It was exactly what was projected! That means the pandemic was OVER! The sudden/massive increase

you see in Aug-Sep-2021 is the direct result of the boosters! Then you notice the death rate reduces by about 50%, but it's still about

15-20% above normal from Oct to present. That's a direct result of the vaccine MANDATES! Any where and any way you look at the

number of deaths it all points to the vaccines. There's no other explanation. The vaccines are a bioweapon! The only reason Biden

pushed the issue for the mandates was to muddy the water.

It was too easy to see a direct correlation (cause and effect relationship) between the increases in deaths and the dates of the

vaccines/booster rollouts. So by MANDATING and coercing employers to issue their own mandates you make the death rate go up

permanently and you blame it on a virus that may or may not even exist! We have a lot of sick people out at my job and less than 5%

test positive for anything, but they have ku-like symptoms. IT IS THE SHOTS!
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JamNJim - you might appreciate this RECENT CDC report and its analysis by Chris Martenson on Peak Prosperity: Chris

Martenson - The COVID Recovered Are Better Protected than the Vaccinated - www.bitchute.com/.../pR3qaM8Gb8oS  - 2-years

later...Yikes!
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This is excellent, I'm copying it and taking it with me! Thank you!  Shout the lie long enough and hard enough - it's safe and

effective, no one has died!!! - and the easily brainwashed will believe it. Simple as that. Unfortunately, it makes up a huge

percentage of the population.  I need to go back and study the Holocaust. I know Hitler made it so NO one person followed

through with the killings. This guy gathered people up. This guy ushered them into a room. This guy pulled the switch. This guy

... you now? No one person was responsible.  And I feel like that's what we're doing now - in the worst way.
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Thank you Janjim. More data on the fraud of the adverse effects of "vaccines". The Government of Alberta, like in any other

place in the world, aTrms that the effectiveness of the vaccine is impressive by following the fraudulent standard established

by drug manufacturers in clinical trials, that is, ignoring adverse results in the Zrst two weeks after administration and also

inkate the unvaccinated numbers, in addition to ruling out events within 14 days of dose 2 in the partially vaccinated as well.

Nearly half of all newly vaccinated COVID hospitalizations occurred within 14 days, meaning they were treated as unvaccinated

in the statistics. In terms of deaths, the duplication is even more serious, with nearly 56% of deaths in newly vaccinated

occurring within 14 days and nearly 90% within 45 days. In the link signiZcant graphics

metatron.substack.com/.../alberta-just-inadvertently-confessed  (01/14/2022)
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Awesome Link there Gui! Thank You!
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I agree. You should read up on the Holocaust so you understand that what you are saying does not make sense and is an

incompatible comparison. What hitler actually did was aim to establish a strong right-wing government and destroy all

democratic institutions by making people think that the current system was against them, the media was against them and evil,

and he utilized propaganda to stoke fear into the people by partnering with a news organization (Hugenberg) to spreading this

nationalist propaganda.  He was a German nationalist and a powerful speaker that organized rallies and he relied on conspiracy

theories that the jews caused them to lose the WWI.  I agree this may mirror some of our recent history but doesn't sound like

the current government.
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To be frank, I have had enough of the talk from all kind of medical practitioners. Bothe sides know that one of them is lying and so I

cannot understand WHY these criminals have not been yet removed ,even by force? HOW is the medical authority still allowing the

killing to continue? You all need to wake up. Stop this holocaust.
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doctors also watch TV - this must be the reason
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Most doctors owe their livings to medical corporations. The reason why so many doctors have been Zred for using ivermectin or

other treatments not recommended by the medical corporation. They are not on their own. They are told exactly how to treat all

patients not just covid patients. And to step from under the medical corporation is almost impossible because it is expensive.

That is what we need more independent doctors, and hospitals that stand alone no owned by greedy corporations out for only a

buck.
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I suppose lying through their teeth is a sound tactic. It fools some of the remaining blue-pillers and it destroys the credibility of the

institutions they represent. They can't Build Back Better while we have a functioning electorate, media, free press, and a well-informed

public. It's a win-win and the bankers running the whole s*it show pay them well. The most amazing part is the raw number of brain

dead humans who somehow believe ridiculous absurdities and contradictions. Hang in there, the tide is turning. ;)
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Nov 2022 can't get here fast enough! Speaker, Nazi Palosi, just announced that she will run for reelection. If the next republican

ran majority does nothing else, they need to introduce TERM LIMITS! For the love of God, someone get Palosi off the podium.
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@ jamNjim ~  YES - YES - YES to Term Limits ! My late husband and I have been griping about that for years. There have been so

many senators and other gov't folks who don't want to retire, as they don't want their bennies and paycheck to disappear. Same

old $tory...the almighty dollars.  I recall Robert Byrd, Senator, who died in 2010 @ 92 years of age - he was in for over 51 yrs. and

then Strom Thurman, who died in 2003, was the oldest Senator ever while *still serving* at 100 yrs. of age. There are many

others right now who have no plans of retirement, so not sure if we'll ever see Term Limits.

 www.alreporter.com/.../opinion-seniority-vs-senility
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sylviesg
Joined On 4/24/2021 7:39:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About what Fauci said:  Even if Fauci's argument was true, it would mean that they are vaccinating people without having a way to

know about the real adverse events happening from the vaccines. That would be totally irresponsible to vaccinate people without

being able to know who has an adverse event from the vaccine. It would also be impossible for them to say that the vaccine causes no

adverse event or death since the reporting system is not able to differenciate between real adverse events and coincidences. Their

argument then means that they have no safety measures that works.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is, perhaps, important to note a small correction to the Zrst sentence of the summary, which reads "U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events

Reporting System (VAERS) has received 9,936 reports of death following the COVID jab in the U.S." There is actually, as far as I am

aware, no evidence of the number of death reports received by VAERS. This is due to the fact that reports which are received and then

rejected for any number of technical and medical reasons, are not accounted for. The system only contains the number of reports

"accepted" not the number received. Many people have stated that reports they submitted were refused entry into the system. It is

diTcult to know how big this hole in the data system is. We have no idea if the number of rejected reports is less than, equal to, or

more than the number of accepted reports.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Thanks for your information.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

another Canadian Trucker video - clear and to the point - www.bitchute.com/.../xoKLrpdlrKP8
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Max. Very very good. "The vaccine is a disease that never goes away. "
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their arrogance and hubris know no bounds.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is the one mercy granted by tyrants that they tend to almost always overplay their hands.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And while we're bombarded with propaganda opinion pieces, the two shills keep up their Clinton-esque game of not being aware of

anything....legal stall tactics... I'm over it. Done. This has got to be the most corrupt government the world has ever seen... It's thing

kind of behavior and attitude that leads to the rise of Nazi-like parties...and they know this..it the reason they label anyone aopposing

them as ***...as if any Communist regime was ever any better...smh ...None of it is American. Americanism is the antidote to both.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just look at the picture of her and Fauci. She is wearing at least 2 masks. She’s probably insane and brain dead by now from wearing

it. Fauci has been insane for years. They won’t ever admit what they’re doing. They need to be stopped ASAP.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are bills in the house to Zre Fauci but I'll believe it when I see. Too many people are shaking hands with this plandemic,

they are powerful "robber barons" as Robert Kennedy stated.  I do have faith in God, and I know he is watching. Those involved

will be dealt with and we should all pity their souls. It will not end up good for them.  Remember the war in Israel (1948-49) - in

the end, although the Israeli's were outnumbered and surrounded by enemies on all sides. When the smoke cleared, they were

victorious. I cling to this belief, however saddened that I am that people I work with seem completely oblivious to what is

happening. All they want to do is talk about food, funny movies, while they stick out their arm for their next glorious booster.  I

had one co-worker ask me the other day about boosters. I just looked at her and said "please do not get a booster"  That's all I

could do.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's "Dumb and Dumber"
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Ahh, they're self-blinded by the glitter of gold or its equivalent, the thing which results in the many genocides for proZt

throughout history. I guess they excuse themselves by their additional goals of eugenics, like Mr. William Henry Gates, III.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the 56 yo man in my town, healthy, runner, who died two days after the shot - I keep wondering... doctors are so busy, they won't

realize one of their 1000 patients died. So, did anyone even tell his doctor he died? I mean, the shot was given at the roadside cafe (or

wherever the heck they choose to give them) .... it's another of Fauci's grand designs, I'll bet. If something happened to me, it wouldn't

connect to tell my doctor - because my doctor wasn't part of it. They'd tell VSAFE - my girlfriend's mother is losing her memory which

was sharp until she got the vax. She declined fast, it was within 2 months of her booster that she stopped knowing who her daughter

was. I was on vacay with the daughter and putting two and two together was very hard on her.

I asked about her own reaction and if she reported it to VAERS - she didn't know what VAERS was. She's from the Philadelphia area.

 Came home from vacay to covid in the house - that 'at home test' ... what's up with this test? Was it swooped in to replace the PCR

tests? There is no other sickness - we'll just call everything covid. Even the common cold. Pfft.  One of the men in my writer's group

now has to take fulltime care of his wife, she stroked after her booster last week. Not the way he thought he'd be spending his

retirement. Gosh. They're making meat soup out of the human population.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love-thanks for sharing. It is heartbreaking was is happening to people and being ignored/denied by doctors. I read that Zlling

out the VAERS report is time consuming, diTcult, detailed-oriented, and at times the screen goes black and you have to start all

over again. The three women that Dell Bigtree interviewed who had horrendous neurological debilitating side effects shortly

after the jab had to Zll out their own VAERS report!!! That is a crime in of itself.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Siggy - I have heard this also.  I used to think 1% of the pop was reporting to VAERS had to be wrong. I clearly see it now. With

covid around me right now (welcome home :( my vax'd loved one's immune systems can't seem to Zght off anything.  This

REALLY NEEDS TO BE NOTED because they used to be tanks (3 were totally unvax'd) and my vax'd inj'd who won't get the shot...

she's gone down with ku-like things, but nothing 'colds' wise. Me, I just keep muddling along. The friend I traveled with was

boostered on 12/27 - she's been so sick, her lungs have taken a huge toll. She had covid and is triple vax'd and can't get well.

What a travesty.  I believe that the public needs to be aware of how easy it is to get sick once your immune system is

compromised with the shot. I know I've watched videos on how it affects our white blood cell count. Those are our soldiers -

and we're killing them with the shot.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Trazy, terrible damage showing the suffering of families and friends losing loved ones. A man testiZed before the Toronto

City Council that his 17-year-old son was killed because he was forced to take the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine. On Tuesday, the

Board of Health, Toronto City Council's health committee, met in a virtual meeting to discuss the city's response to the

COVID-19 pandemic. One of those speakers was resident Dan Hartman. He talked about his son, Sean, who had a terrible

reaction to the PZzer vaccine. "My son played hockey ... since he was eight years old," the Toronto native said during his

testimony.

“He took a year off due to COVID and was very bored sitting in his room. He decided to return to hockey this year, and to do so

he had to get vaccinated to play hockey." According to the doctor, the COVID-19 vaccine is the main cause of Sean's death. "I

know in my heart and soul, I believe the pathologist that the vaccine killed my son," he said during his testimony. "It's not as rare

as everyone thinks it is. It's happening. greatgameindia.com/dad-testiZes-vaccine-killed-son  (01/21/2922)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are a lot of young college athletes that got jabbed in the summer of 2021, just so they could return to the sport they had

scholarships for. Some of them died. A lot of those that died were football players. Most of the Universities gave July 2021 as

the cutoff  date for being vaccinated or you would not attend classes or sports. Some even kicked you off enrolment. So these

football players were out there on the Zeld exerting themselves literally days or weeks after getting jabbed. It is young men that

are the most prone to myocarditis. Most are in good enough shape to push through "off days" and their hearts can't take both

myocarditis and the stress of the intense training so they go into cardiac arrest.

It's happening in all sports disciplines, but it is really hitting the college football players. I've read many examples of college

football players falling over dead in August and there was no mention of anyone suspecting a vaccine injury. So I would go to

the University's website and read their Covid-19 policies and it was 9 times out of 10 that the University had just imposed a

vaccine mandate and these athletes were dying within 2 to 4 weeks after the cut-off dates for the vaccines. So I just put 2 and 2

together. The "experts" at the CDC and the FDA will never admit any of this so you have to do your own investigations and draw

your own conclusions.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GUI - thank you, that was gut wrenching

Jamnjim - how in the world are they getting away with safe and effective? By hiding the truth, right? We see it, funeral homes

see it, they're counting on not enough dying in one place for us to really get the gist. But it's wrong - there are too many in my red

state - which is another anomaly - red state vs blue state on VAERS graphs - it's hard to deny, but how can I hear, day in and day

out, that it's safe STILL?  I have Zgured out that many of these naysayers will see what the censoring folks want you to see

before even attempting to listen. I bypassed censoring and got one of Joe's podcasts into the ears of a person like this (stuck in

a car) and was extremely happy question marks started appearing everywhere. Because Dr. Malone isn't just smart, he's

brilliant. And Joe isn't some crazy antivaxxer. He's an excellent host. Tada! I would say today I made the tip of the iceberg melt.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let these "health agencies" continue to make such ridiculous claims. Maybe it will immunize we, the people, against their lies once

and for all. Or at least for several generations until there aren't very many people alive to remember, as happened with that fascism

that generated such lies.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could only hope. Talked to a 70yo man who claims that the shot has saved billions of lives. Hmmm... and now that I'm home,

it's all about the at home test - test for everything - I said, "If it looks like a cold and acts like a cold... are we going to rename it

covid????" Jeeeeze! This is what I was told (by the 24/7 news guy) ... "It's a deadly disease and it would be irresponsible to not

get tested."  I could have accepted, "I don't want to spread anything..." which is how we should have been for a society, but

weren't.  But he works around vax'd ppl, what the heck? WHY CAN'T THEY SEE THE VAX IS STUPID? And now we're being forced

to be dependent on testing ... and a fully vax'd man is missing work because of 'exposure' - pfft, and she wasn't even that bad.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?  Drink much Kool-Aid?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, lovetosing, my typical response to such claims is: "I thought these shots were supposed to make COVID go away".  But

over a year in, with a majority jabbed and getting ill at a higher rate than we, the unjabbed, it will take a special kind of ignorance

to believe in the jabs for long. But alas, many do have a special kind of ignorance, fueled by delusion.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, balhawk and Tracy , the truth is self-evident, after hearing the witness statements before the German Corona Investigation

Committee of former PZzer Vice President Dr. Mike Yeadon, who has been a scientist for 36 years, Reiner Füllmich's lawyers

come to the same conclusion: the injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to experiment on the human race

and Znd out what dose of a still unknown toxin is needed to kill people. Dr. Füllmich told Perspektiv that the lawyers preparing

an international law lawsuit no longer had any doubts: Poisoning and mass murder through so-called Corona vaccines are being

intentionally perpetrated on the peoples of the world.

freewestmedia.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vaccin..  (10/01/2022 )
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Urs7033
Joined On 12/8/2017 9:13:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it was not so sad it would be hilarious. They are the big fat liars and should be held accountable. I can't wait for the day. Sadly in

Switzerland doctors claim that Vaccine insured are imagining side effects after the jab in quite a few cases. What will it take to wake

people up.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM
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Vaccines are consumer products. If any consumer product had an injury proZle anywhere near these vaccines would not authorities

jump up and down and move mountains to investigate. If only car and airplane makers could get such a sweet deal and blame all other

things bar the product itself. In fact such companies should be asking for similar indemnities and protection to be fair. So Fauci and

Walensky vehemently promised that they will raise hell leaving no stone unturned to Znd out the truth? Oh they didn't did they? Even

one death needing an explanation is too many in other product classes. So lack of diligence is conZrmation of what they fear or know

and the only plausible explanation. In consequence a public lie must be told and as always Government never tells lies or hide the truth

that's all you need to know... another Ripley's moment.. Believe it or not.
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jamNjim
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The fact that the government gave all vaccine manufacturers amnesty in 1986 should be a giant red kag. I got my last jab in

1989.
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Thanks for the laughs. You made some good points.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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Well well two more candidates for Guantanamo Bay, Walensky and Fauci will be running for their lives soon trouble is there is nowhere

to hide anymore....
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nah! We need more test dummies. I say we lock them and everyone else at the CDC, FDA, and NIH up in cages and start

injecting them with the same poisons they have been pushing on the general public. I think Fauci should get the jab every day

for the rest of his life. It's "safe and effective". So he should be Zne! His own studies show that after each jab you get an even

more robust immune response. It's even better when you mix and match the different jabs. So lets give Fauci one of each every

day!
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The Pandemic Truth Serum In the old days, the cold war days, a truth serum was a medicine used on liars, spies, or suspected spies to

ensure that they told the truth under interrogation. Today we have a new truth serum, a pTruth serum. The "p", of course, is silent.

Instead of making the subject tell the truth, the new serum makes them believe they know the pTruth. OTcial pTruths are provided by

government oTcials - although only God (or perhaps Satan) knows their true source. OTcial "pTruths" often need to evolve, change

dramatically, or even reverse, without affecting the eTcacy of the serum. It normally takes two injections to subdue the subject,

although the serum wanes quickly and must be supplemented every few months, depending on the individual formula, the subject, and

pTruths.

Although some people break up the sequence at various points, it is expected that the use of pTruth serum on a large percentage of

the population will ensure that eventually everyone has been pTruthed. There are three main manufacturers, using similar

technologies to develop Pfa-liar tm (Truth ModiZcations), Pfa-modurn tm, and Pfa-star-zen tm injections. The actual formulas are

being honed in secret cooperation as they are openly used on willing subjects, who only need to believe they know the ptruth to initiate

the process.

Although the pTruth serum doesn't work on all people, it has another important feature. When it doesn't work, it kills the subject. If it

only partially works it can disable the subject in many different ways that either reinforce their truth-belief action or such that no-one

will believe what they might say. As a result, the oTcial pTruth is maintained even when the serum fails.  pTruth serums are a powerful

weapon against any and all alternative truths (pFalses) and over time it is expected that these will be eliminated - leaving only a few

basic pTruths like "pTrust your government...." and "there is no cure for...'
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versatile
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The second phase, already underway, is the implementation of electronic pTruth Pasforts, by which any citizen - even lowly

janitors or service staff, can verify the pTruth of whoever passes by them, using an app on their pFhone. This pFacilitates the

overall mission be ensuring that those who are hesitant to accept the pTruth can be isolated and eventually pTruthed or

pEliminated.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GooooLLLLYYY Mr Versatile.......   www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-po_FUmvM&list=PL9JtoruhWUB17soTFg1Y9x6P..
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Very good mrrob!
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM
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Wallensky carefully chose the word adjudicated. Not sure why but its deliberate.
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Joined On 11/22/2010 3:23:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! My single jab of J&J caused me to lose consciousness for several minutes and landed me in urgent care for several hours

followed by a relapse three weeks later. I self reported to VAERS. Using the links in the above article, I learned I was subjected to a

particularly hot batch of the vaccine associated with 36 deaths (tied for Zrst/worst) and about 1600 adverse events.
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There probably needs to be some studies on reaction time effects after these shots. Before I started taking thyroid pills, my thinking

was so sluggish I practically had to draw my signature when signing a check. Now I can whip it out like I own it.  I also remember the

report of a skier who collided with a tree and broke his arm. You would not think this has anything to do with hypothyroidism, until you

realize there is a connection between an increase in reaction time and hypothyroidism as a possible cause of accidents.  I also had a

friend who bought Zve fever thermometers for her Zve kids.

She put them all in her mouth to see if they registered the same temperature. They did, but the temperature was much lower than

expected. She thought they were all defective and threw them out. She was likely hypothyroid. Later, she got into an auto accident

when "a car appeared out of nowhere" and collided with her.  You would not think that there would be any connection between

"vaccines" and auto accidents. But if there is, it can be easily overlooked.
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juandoe
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If you tell the same lie often enough, CNN viewers will believe it.
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Joined On 11/29/2021 12:39:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is WELL KNOWN that the jab accentuates previous conditions such as cancer so if you took the jab and died of cancer it is very

much possible you died of results of the jab.
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RFK said in his book that Federal Law states any death during a clinical is to be deemed due the the drug unless proven otherwise.

Every death for the last year should count due to the clinical trials.  I have yet to Znd this law, but RFK is smarter than I am.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh glorious truckers, thank you for what you are doing, this is perfect! When you are Znished your business in Ottowa please come to

Washington D.C.! Truckers are our lifeblood but the most amazing thing is, they can live in their trucks, and they can drive them

anywhere! All they need presumably would be money for food and gas and expenses! Let us Line the Streets and shower them with

whatever they may need, food, gas, money, recreational drugs! As the Convoy rolls along perhaps there will be so many that they can

divide up between Boston and New York and Washington, wouldn't that be wonderful, and amazing! I would be willing to fast for weeks

if this were to happen!
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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On 911 and for days afterwards, I sat glued to my computer as the news came in. It was a time of shock and despair at the tragedy

that was unfolding. This week, I have also spent a lot of time on my computer, but in a better frame of mind. It is a time of hope for

truth, justice and a new beginning. I am happy to see Americans truckers crossing and joining Canadians. There are a lot more vaxed

American truckers near the northern central border of the US who can make this relatively short trip to Ottawa if they want to become

a part of history. It will also be helpful if unvaxed truckers go to the border crossings to show their support.

One excuse given for not allowing the swap of drivers at the border (unvaxed)--as is dine across some borders (Israel, Palestine)-- is

because there have been no provisions made for adequate parking and turn around space for big rigs. This is also a time for prayer.

Let us remember the power of where there are "one or more gathered in MY name." Social distancing during has been mentally,

physically, emotionally and spiritually harmful.  It is energetically draining and disrupts our vital processes.

(If you cannot be around people, Znd another restorative therapy to "recharge" such as a walk in the woods or on the beach.) We each

have an energy Zeld that is supported by being in proximity to other people of good will. it extends for about 6' among many people,

but as far as miles from exceptional individuals. The effect of combined higher vibrations (frequencies) elevates all of us when we

come together. -But, we do not need science to prove this to us. It is coded into our hearts and souls.
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https://911truth.org   is an organization I help support.
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Joined On 12/5/2021 6:18:19 AM
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If the jab does no kill you lack of food will. They are holding back on the food. They will try anything they can to kill us all. People need

to Zght.
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Joined On 11/5/2019 3:48:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To not admit the likelihood of deaths is evasive and unethical. Is myocarditis not deadly? Let’s be honest, they are blatantly lying. They

are sociopaths or otherwise mentally disturbed and should be treated as such. The last thing they should be trusted for is medical

advice.
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Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM
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Department of Defense medical data...www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-whistleblowers-share-dod-medical-data-..
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"We lie, we cheat, we steal" is now oTcial U.S. Government policy across all agencies.
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Too late...to turn back now. These folks have a continuum of career-based lies the world must now be witnesses to.
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An occasional diversion from this daily plandemic news is up-lifting. Read any good books to recommend? I am currently reading a

book written in 1933 by James Hilton titled "Lost Horizon". Great story, great diversion.
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Is that the Shanghai-La story? I was fascinated by the movie when I was a kid.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, Shangri-La story. The story of a world of love, peace, and eternal life amid the towering peaks of the Himalayas. Two

movies made about the story. One a musical. I've not seen them.
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Opalite
Joined On 1/19/2011 2:20:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hospitals are getting tons of extra money/bonus payments (from the CARES Act) for each and everything they do that is covid related;

diagnosis of covid reported $, covid test $, patient admitted with covid $, person placed on ventilator $, covid cause of death on

certiZcate even if it was really something else (like pneumonia) that actually caused death $, patient is put on Remdesivir $ and for

coroners $. So hospitals get about $100,000 per patient when reporting each thing done, that's why the covid numbers are inkated. A

friend of mine in AZ died of a staff infection. The hospital offered the family $5,000 to list his death as covid!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope he wasn't vaccinated. If he was, the vaccine could have contributed to the tragic staph infection. The makers of these

jabs had to do some innate immune system trickery in order to get the mRNA into your cells. They had to turn off killer t-cells

TLR3, 7, and 8. Otherwise, your own innate immune system would attack the vaccine itself and render it ineffective. This leaves

the door WIDE OPEN for BACTERIAL INFECTIONS!! If your friend wasn't vaccinated when he was admitted to the hospital I will

bet you they JABBED him after he was admitted! These people have no conscience! You should contact his closest family

member and demand an investigation. If you Znd out he got jabbed just prior to his procedure due to the hospital's policies then

someone needs to Zle a lawsuit.
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susanh10
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In terms of children, here are 2 good sources of info: www.reuters.com/world/europe/sweden-decides-against-recommending-covid..

 ~ www.sciencedirect.com/.../S221475002100161X
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone seen the new 'test' ? - it's $10 more for two and you are forced to connect it to your smart phone so the results will be loaded

to - who knows where?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the test I have seen have an app you download that walks you through the test and at the end of the test you answer a

questioner where you verify your results. I bought 8 of the Zrst Abbott test (BinaxNOW) and they have you download an app

called "NAVICA". You don't have to do it, but it actually does take the guesswork out of doing the test. It walks you right through

each step. I got mine back around Thanksgiving I believe.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't own a "smart phone" so no tests for me. Toss the smart phone and toss the tv while your in a tossing mood.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is PZzer trying to hide? aaronsiri.substack.com/p/fda-asks-the-court-to-delay-Zrst?s=09
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not surprised.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I now have two direct family members who now have ADE symptoms - my niece now has autoimmune, her immune system is

attacking the myelin nerve sheath (MS) - she had MS, but it had been in submission for many years. It is also attacking her thyroid.

Now yesterday, my sister in law told me (she thought she had hurt her foot and had a fracture - in her foot. No fracture.... the doctor

asked her if she ever had a history of autoimmune disease!!!! No she does NOT!!!!  Next circle out - the husband of a friend of mine

from all the way back in High School - He is triple poisoned and in the hospital on a ventilator. He will no doubt be deceased shortly. A

friend of my niece - is now in the hospital - her lungs are Zlling with blood. I ask for prayers fro them, and all the people being harmed

and murdered... Dear Lord Jesus, have mercy upon them.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crimes Against Humanity charges against these medical criminals & tyrants anyone??? They're coming soon. I CAN FEEL IT...
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn’t there a penalty for lying under oath? Oh well, maybe that doesn’t count for testimony before Congress. What a ***-show! Someday

these two will pay the price!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good news Canadians  COVID-19: Ontario doctor banned from prescribing ivermectin now director of company offering drug

globalnews.ca/news/8540126/covid-ivermectin-prescription-telehealth-  Trudeau is avoiding the truckers confrontation, he’s a

chicken!! globalnews.ca/.../trudeau-covid-19-exposure
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The globalist criminal Trudeau belongs locked up in a cage some place where it's very hot and humid. And then the Canadian

Revolution to throw the rest of these miscreants OUT can commence!!!
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I look at the daily Covid deaths in the USA, I am always surprised by the statistics. How is it that one day in Florida over 200

people died of Covid and then on the next only 2? I see the same strange statistics for the other states. How is it one state reported

over 400 deaths for the day and for the same day an adjacent state reports only 1 death. Are the patients somehow plotting to die in

clusters? Very odd.
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Aks84273
Joined On 8/30/2019 7:22:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sure it has nothing to do with how data is reported and the lag in data. DeZnitely nothing to with Desantis changing the

date used to determine death in Florida.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the USA the days the numbers get reported aren't the days the people actually died. The weekends always show fewer deaths

because they don't have the staff there to enter the data. So Mondays and/or Tuesdays are always through the roof. Some

states have stopped reporting everyday simply because it no longer serves any purpose. Here's a report that sort of covers this

trend: www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/06/11/1004751742/states-scale-b..  In my opinion, the covid-19 numbers

aren't worth the paper they are written on because the test were so kawed. Then there's the fact that you are not fully

vaccinated until 2 weeks after your second jab. Any cause of death before that 2 week period gets labeled as covid-19 death.

Yet, most of the Covid-19 deaths occur within the Zrst 2 weeks of getting jabbed!! It's all total BS! Only the idiots glued to MSM

haven't Zgured this out yet.
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proheadhunter
Joined On 5/25/2015 8:08:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Based on my personal research. I Znd it interesting that Anthony Fauci, Wolensky and Francis Collins never contracted covid. I know

they televised when Fauci received the Moderna vaccine-but for all we know it was sterile water. Based on the science knowledge of

the toxicity of the protein spike and deZnitive information that people will suffer from ADE I Znd it diTcult to believe that the above

individuals and their cronies would have the vaccine.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt very seriously any of them got anything other than saline.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is either astonishing ignorance, or "whoppers", bald-faced, paid-for and compulsive lying; also normal behaviour for psychopaths.

I deduce the later, especially for the recently fabricated "fact checkers". This lying has been going on for a very long time, and affects

multiple disciplines, but has never been so blatant and obvious as now. Researchers have been revealing it's depths, and this has

become more widely know since the internet via websites and their mention of books; this earlier research also has it's "fact checkers"

e.g.

the persecution of some WW2 history authors who validly challenged mainstream history and narrative, backed by ample historical

source material. Hopefully more people will wake up to the fact that the mainstream is being revealed to have little or no integrity, and

is chock full of compulsive liars, and their paid-off and/or blackmailed stooges. Some of this blackmail probably involves depraved

and illegal acts which people were tempted into e.g. "Jimmy Savile" and Epstein's "Lotita Express" were/are probably the visible tip of a

Black iceberg.

When people have so much wealth and power that they think they are above the law, they will be tempted to do horrible things. I

suspect that the Marque de Sade's descriptions of many horrors were not Zction, but rather descriptions of activities of fallen

aristocracy and monarchies; there is evidence that this never completely stopped, but was rather kept hidden from public view, by dark

culture, pay offs, intimidation, and murder.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

murderbydecree.com/2022/01/14/breaking-news-from-the-international-com..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those of you who live in a state that still has mandates for mask wearing in the school districts - a way to get those removed using

legal system and surety and/or liability bonds www.bitchute.com/.../9zq1MpmCOcFQ

 ~ www.handsforhealthandfreedom.org/bonds-for-the-win-hold-your-local-sch..
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Yes, doctors have been "hording them" because they are giving it to their patients.
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insurance broker Howden and by Dutch insurer Aegon also report increased deaths and life insurance payouts, likely due to vaccines.

freewestmedia.com/2022/01/14/life-insurer-refuses-to-cover-vaccine-dea..
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They didn't say that the deaths were related to vaccines. "Dutch insurer Aegon, with two-thirds of its business in the US, said its

American claims in the third quarter were $111 million, up from $31 million a year earlier." That is all it says related to Aegon.

You added "likely due to vaccines".
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Dr Mercola and several of us were warning people that if you get the jab and claim you were injured by it that the insurance

companies don't have to pay anything. That should be reason enough for not getting the jab! Sen Johnson was representing a

group of vaccine-injured people about 6 months ago and that was one of the problems. These people owed the hospitals

THOUSANDS of dollars and the insurance companies had not paid one dime! There's special insurance you have to have if you

willingly participate in risky behavior like racecar driving. Your rates will be higher than everyone else's.

Taking a drug/pharmaceutical that isn't FDA approved falls into that same category. So if you or a love one dies or is injured by

these experimental vaccines it could bankrupt you. Anyone considering getting the jab needs to have it put in writing that they

will be covered by their insurance provider(s) if they are injured! That's why a lot of people are not reporting their adverse

reactions. They don't want to be without insurance coverage. It's called being a SLAVE to Big Pharma! Just walk away from the

medical system!
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I think you're likely correct!! What else could that attributed to besides nothing...
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Do you have anything documenting insurance companies do not have to pay? And that they haven't paid? First I am hearing of

this and I am curious to hear more.
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rumble.com/vtcugv-fda-broke-pZzers-eua-shield-liability-protection-go..
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Thank you Max, this one's a keeper. Another c-h-i-n-k (hyphenated because Mercola is guarding possible ethnic epithets) it their

untouchables armor that adds fuel to the Zre lit during the Senator Johnson recent panel hearing. After 9 minutes well spent

Stew sums it up with, "Indict, Try, Fry",
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Insurance companies are now trying to get their rates raised............beware
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Wondering just how many of them will have criteria relating to non injected and injected in premium adjustments?
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Of course they are. They made billions extra from people not getting care during COVID and now there is pent-up demand for

care so they are using that as an excuse to raise rates.
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1) We can't save the dumbasses. 2) No more soft language/dropping hints. Those who aren't especially prominent Zgures in the

medical community should begin their exchange of ideas with the vax-hacks that we know the globalists mission is to kill us and

here's the proof. Provide evidence and then walk away stating that what you don't know will kill you. Done. Next !
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I live in an older neighborhood, where families (parents/grandparents) live there until they pass away. In one month, we had several

"heart attack emergencies" on every corner of my street. Another obese woman didn't make it, she was not elderly. A friend of mine

who lives down the street is a retired pediatric nurse and her husband a retired pediatric neurologist. Their whole family is vaccinated.

Her mother who had a type of Parkinson's was vaccinated. She died with blood clots to her lungs. They pawned it off as her disease

and old age, her husband (a physician) ended up losing his gall bladder, her daughters (one had bells palsy), the other ended up in

skilled nursing home with hand and foot drop, both in their 30s.

Her grandson came down with "Zfths disease" at the same time. He was not vaccinated at the time. All this, and they still do NOT

attribute it to the vaccine.  I work with many vaccinated coworkers. There are only a few of us unvaccinated. Omicron decimated our

workforce, all that were vaccinated, one unvaccinated. They were sick, but nothing severe, but they were out of the oTce at least a

week. Our Deputy Fire Chief had to drive one of the public works trash trucks. Our EMS does COVID testing every day as well as

administers vaccines.

They just started the 5 to 11 and I can tell you I hardly sleep at night. I have four daughters one is vaccinated because she works in

Interventional Radiology, for MUSC. Get the jab or lose your job. My youngest who has a degree in didactics also vaccinated herself.

Her husband travels for a German company, he was sick on Christmas day with the latest and greatest. I asked her to please not

vaccinate my grandson. She said she wouldn't. I told her I had Ivermectin just in case. Her response? MOM, that's horse paste. This

tells you the total dystopia we are in. I am so sad.
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Yes, I am seeing more funeral sessions in the last half of 2021 to present than I saw Ambulances in all of 2020 and the Zrst half

of 2021 combined! In our oTce of 50 there's only 5 of us that are unvaccinated. Most of the other 45 are triple jabbed. Only 2 of

the jabbed people have not tested positive for covid-19. Several have caught covid-19 multiple times according to the

fraudulent PCR test. Of the 5 of us holdouts, NONE of us have tested positive! One of us 5 got sick and missed a week of work

but he tested negative for covid-19 and the ku twice each! We have one person that's triple jabbed that caught Covid-19 back

around May 2020. He got vaccinated as soon as they became available (Jan 2021).

Then He got Boosted. Soon after he got boosted he got Covid-19 AGAIN! Each jab he received made him sick. I asked him why

you would get 2 more shots of the very poison that make you sick the Zrst time. He just looked at me with the stupid

deer-in-the-headlights stare. When he came back from this last infection we all asked him how he was doing. He said a few

things that most people say like "Oh, I feel much better", but then he said something that really concerns me and this shows

how brainwashed everyone is. He said "I'm sure glad I got that booster shot....just think how sick I would have been had I not got

that booster shot". You can't Zx stupid!
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KFA.....Where is MUSC ?
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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I was reading Sidney Powell’s newsletter and one of the items was about a panel Senator Ron Johnson convened about the rise in

cancers amongst enlisted military. It is consistent and is actually a part of this. She also mentioned that Fauci and a handful of invited

‘open minded lefties’ did not attend. 1- Senator Ron Johnson convened a panel of experts that the left has tried to silence and keep

from you. That is not working out well for them. In less than 24 hours, the video of Senator Johnson's panel had over 800,000 views.

We alerted you to this rare elected politician a week ago.

You can see him in action here, along with hearing vital information from a host of medical professionals, none of whom are Fauci.

rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html  (The Federalist)

thefederalist.com/2022/01/25/sen-ron-johnsons-latest-covid-panel-revea..  Sen. Ron Johnson's Latest Covid Panel Reveals 800,000

People And Counting Want 'A Second Opinion' QUOTE: Republican Sen. Ron Johnson of Wisconsin hosted a panel of experts on

Capitol Hill on Monday for an event dubbed "COVID-19: A Second Opinion," to discuss early treatment of the coronavirus and so-called

vaccines — and there was quite an audience for it.

Although Johnson's oTce invited the most prominent federal bureaucrats to the panel, including Rochelle Walensky, Anthony Fauci,

Francis Collins, and Jeff Zients, none of them showed up. Instead, some tech-suppressed world experts turned out to speak on topics

ranging from hospital treatment and Covid shots to early at-home treatment and mitigation strategies. Perhaps that's why just 24

hours after Johnson's panel, the video had more than three-quarters of a million views on Rumble — the platform the sitting U.S.

senator uses since having been censored Zve times on Google-owned YouTube. Dr M, if adding this was inappropriate, my
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GhZnn: thanks for posting the link for others who did not see. This 5 hours was well worth my time!
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It is unfortunate that those who need such information the most have deliberately insulated themselves from it, and reality. But

insulating from reality can be dangerous for tyrants. "Let them eat cake" is the quote that comes to mind.
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Senator Ron Johnson panel 24 Jan 2022 - MUST WATCH - it's about 5 hours long

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-policies-serve-big-pharma-no..
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Sen Johnson has been investigating the adverse vaccine events and representing those that have been harmed by them since

the summer of 2021. Brave man! Not too many people in the world today like him. If history repeats itself, people that are ready

to retire are the ones that usually come out and speak against the narrative. They don't have as much to lose.
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Oh my, just learned at work that at colleague watched 2 hrs of the Sen Johnson hearings last night, til 1 am!! Thought she was a

shot advocate - Who knew?
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Thanks for the link. Makes me wonder about the other legislators, most of whom are, by comparison, absent.
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One must wonder if a lesser, sub-clinical immune attack is happening in the organs of others who got the actual jabs (rather than the

placebo lots that were evidently mixed in).  Who knows how many deaths and disabilities would then ensure within the next few years?
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Balhawk: it’s funny you should mention the placebo shots as myself and several of my unvaxxed nurse friends felt this was

happening in the beginning. Our thought process was “they can’t kill everyone at once-it would look suspicious and stop

everyone from running to get the jab”.
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Yes, my 66 year old brother (jabbed) died suddenly of a greatly enlarged pancreas that “crushed” his organs.  He had a history

of high alcohol consumption, but had no history of high liver, etc enzymes as in advanced cirrhosis or pancreatitis. Does one

suddenly die with no warning from pancreatitis? Or is this another example of jab induced Immuno Thrombocytopenia? Anyone

know how pancreatitis advances?
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Ye, Siggysauer, I expected there to be saline fakes mixed in right from the git-go to keep the carnage within the realm of

plausible deniability, and wrote Children's Health Defense suggesting the obtain random vials from sympathetic practitioners

and have them tested, if possible. Sad to hear of your brother, katwood. A friend of mine has been in hospice for pancreatic

cancer. Wonder if my friend got the jabs, too? A lot of people I know have been quite unwell, and I suspect it's just the Zrst few

snowballs of an avalanche.
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Walensky sums it up perfectly: “The vaccines are INCREDIBLY effective.” The unconscious mind strives for truth.
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They are very effective at killing you. That was the objective from the getgo.
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Sen. Tuberville should have followed up with, “so the way VAERS tallies deaths is much the same way you tally Covid deaths!” So sad

that both Fauci and Wallenski just regurgitate the same narrative. Is America that obtuse? Apparently.
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The following is a video clip from "Margin Call', with Jeremy Irons just crushing it. https://youtu.be/7prnY2FOxns    Given the context of

"Pseudo Reality of Covid-19", at 8:50 he delivers a message that resonates with me; "This is it. I'm telling you. This is it."  Listen to the

music and stay vigilant.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There are no standards organization checking the contents, consistency, nor quality of any vaccine once it has been produced and

shipped outside of the company. Anyone who submits to the jap has no idea, other than "trust the pharma company" of what is in the

injection. That's the simple, basic truth. Anyone who claims "safe and effective" simply have no evidence to support their claims.
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Meanwhile accurate VAERS DATA estimates from Columbia University School of medicine put the deaths at 400,000 Americans

ALONE with over 21,000 dying the Zrst week From the jabs!  principia-scientiZc.com/columbia-study-true-u-s-covid-vaxx-death-coun..
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And the Marxist left cheats on elections too. At least until they're caught. So explaining all these dead people from being jab

victims is par for their course...
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T147315
Joined On 9/24/2021 8:27:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah but it you died from passing out which caused the accident, then THAT'S a different story. My brother senior brother had brain

bleeding after getting the vaccine. They blamed the brain bleeding on a car accident he was in 4 months prior!
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Rolland
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That video was "funny". How many deaths from cancer, heart attacks, strokes, car crashes, motorcycle crashes etc., were attributed to

death BY covid instead of WITH covid. But there were "NO DEATHS" FROM the jabs!? Yea, R-I-G-H-T!!!!
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skupe59
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In other words, become a George Carlin reincarnate and NEVER TRUST THE GOVERNMENT!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of Amish and Mennonite by our cabin. They freely admit there are three things they don't trust: the government, public

education, and the medical profession.  Brilliant people who had it Zgured out long before we did!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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It's not hard to understand how "oTcials" and fact-checkers can claim no deaths have been caused by the vaccines.  There's another,

issue that illustrates the logic perfectly. Worldometers.info reports, as of today, over 287 million cases "RECOVERED". Not a single

case can be reported as CURED. Google stopped reporting RECOVERED last summer, and also pretends that not a single case has

been cured. How can this be?  Cures and deaths are anecdotal. Medical science studies diseases, preventativs, treatments and

recoveries statistically. Cures and deaths are not statistics. So they are simply ignored at best, and under pressure are simply denied

and claimants dismissed.

Cured is not deZned for COVID - so cured is not possible scientiZcally or medically. Dead patients can't be treated with approved drugs,

so they are simply ignored. Anecdotal evidence isn't important. Our medical systems have no theory or deZnition of cure, so we have

no techniques to prove a patient cured, much less prove the cause of a cure. It is possible to prove a person dead, but their cause of

death is an opinion. There is no medical, no scientiZc, no bureaucratic and no legal process to prove any person died from the vaccine.

On the other hand, proof that someone died from COVID is not needed. It's statistical, not logical.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM
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It's simple - Google's a fraudulent, criminally prone, globalist enterprise that should be shuttered to protect America, the world

and free speech...
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM
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The various jabs have served several nefarious purposes since Fraudci and Collins arranged for the plandemic. At Zrst, the

prospective vaccine was an endpoint, a reason for brief lockdowns which we came to understand were actually planned to last for a

long time. Then, the emerging vaccines became sticks with which to beat President Trump, whose triumphant re-election the

plandemic had been arranged to prevent. Either "the vaccine won't be ready and millions will die and it will be Trump's fault" or "I

wouldn't take a vaccine that Trump recommended", take your choice. The third phase was social division and discord, separating the

noble vaccinated from the unvaccinated Other and providing the basis for mass formation and the NaziZcation of America. The Znal

phase is happening now, when we see that the goals of the jab are to depopulate America, cripple American society and make it

impossible to resist the imposition of the Great Reset and the completion of the Great Replacement.
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I think there's about half a billion guns in the hands of Americans that will also have a vote in these...proceedings. The Covid

hoax is just about over!!!
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is amazing how many people in my family will have nothing to do with me because I am not "vaccinated" even though I have a

medical reason not to be, and these are highly educated people. Or as I call them educated idiots. They refuse to look at the

information, because they have been told it is "false" or unveriZable. And they vilify any one who puts out true information about the

"vaccines"
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Dr David Martin,,,, beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/01/dr-david-martin-exposin..
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Liars!!! Time they were put in jails.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Walensky and fauci did was projection. During 2020 they inkated the casualty numbers to sell the scam. Projection.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Practical examples - "Victim blaming: The victim of someone else's actions or bad luck may be offered criticism, the theory

being that the victim may be at fault for having attracted the other person's hostility. In such cases, the psyche projects the

experiences of weakness or vulnerability with the aim of ridding itself of the feelings and, through its disdain for them or the act

of blaming, their conkict with the ego.

- Projection of marital guilt: Thoughts of inZdelity to a partner may be unconsciously projected in self-defence on to the partner

in question, so that the guilt attached to the thoughts can be repudiated or turned to blame instead, in a process linked to

denial. - For example, a person who is having a sexual affair may fear that their spouse is planning an affair or may accuse the

innocent spouse of adultery. Bullying: A bully may project their own feelings of vulnerability onto the target(s) of the bullying

activity. Despite the fact that a bully's typically denigrating activities are aimed at the bully's targets, the true source of such

negativity is ultimately almost always found in the bully's own sense of personal insecurity or vulnerability.

- Such aggressive projections of displaced negative emotions can occur anywhere from the micro-level of interpersonal

relationships, all the way up to the macro-level of international politics, or even international armed conkict. - People in love

"reading" each others' mind involves a projection of the self into the other. - Projection of general guilt: __Projection of a severe

conscience - is another form of defense, one which may be linked to the making of false accusations, personal or political__ -

Projection of hope: Also, in a more positive light, a patient may sometimes project their feelings of hope onto the therapist"
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Aks84273
Joined On 8/30/2019 7:22:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a link to article showing OneAmerica’s CEO comments.

 thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/longevity/588738-huge-huge-num..  He absolutely attributes the deaths to covid and

doesn’t say anywhere that the 40% increase is not related to covid or the people didn’t die of covid.  It is really important not to

misrepresent facts otherwise you sound just like the people you are saying are putting out false information. It ruins the credibility of

the entire article.  Please do better.
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Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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Actually, when they posted it on their webpage, I read it. They absolutely stated it as "NON-COVID" related, if that has changed,

there is a reason. I saw it myself. Many other reporting's stated the same.  There have been many charts and data showing that

regarding "covid" deaths there was no increase in the normal yearly death tolls covering all disease. This was not included in the

data I read on the OneAmerica website. I read it. If it's changed, there is a reason.
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Due to Covid or with Covid. Never in history pre 2020 were deaths classiZed in such a manor as with many aspects tweaked and

changed on the ky to perpetuate perhaps the greatest crime upon humanity ever! The thing is we are still in early stages too of

the 2030 agenda
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I'm sorry to tell you, but I just watched and here are the relevant quotes you are referencing.... "death rate up 40% over

pre-pandemic"  "deaths being reported as covid deaths greatly understate the death losses among working age people from the

pandemic" "it may not all be covid on their death certiZcate but deaths are up just a huge, huge numbers" I am not sure that it

was ever posted on their website for you to read or not, it was a video conference through the Chamber of Commerce, Indiana

Hospital Association to discuss COVID impact. I searched the site and they have nothing like this. Not in releases and not in 'in

the news' sections.  It takes a lot of assumption to jump to conclusion that he is stating that there was a 40% increase in deaths

unrelated to covid.

In fact, he never stated that all of the 40% were unrelated to covid. He only said that they may not ALL be covid on their death

certiZcate. He also said covid deaths greatly understate the deaths caused by pandemic. There is no rational or logical way to

jump to your conclusions. Beyond that, the context of his comments are related to covid's impact and not an unknown cause of

death that they are trying to Zgure out. We can't go with the idea that there is some type of unknown information so therefore it

means the conspiracy theory is true.

Put another way there was nothing in what he said that gave any type of insight into the theories being discussed here.

 Certainly open to understanding where I am missing something, but it has to be more than "you are brainwashed" as that is far

from the truth. I have been following Dr. Mercola's site for over a decade and have used many, many suggestions of his for

ailments and health for me and my family (and my dog).  All-cause mortality has actually been up by more than reported covid

deaths since 2020, prior to vaccine. They did not remain the same and the data NEVER showed no increase in all-cause

mortality.
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why do people listen to these pukes? Again this shows the power of TV over billions of brain dead people.. If FDA told people to take a

bath with a plugged in toaster, they would... Im just shackin'ma head over the stupidity of millions....what kinda parent would feel good

about pumping up their kid with toxic , experimental poison? I mean why pump anything into your kid??  and to trust the USA CDC? or

FDA or FCC or FedAnything??? NOT a chance .... BAN TV...Ban TV..BAN TV.....BAN USA........if its made in the USA ,it's Junk, Toxic, or

Deadly
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robb - that "toaster" idea in the bath - will that keep the water warm or will I still have to top up ??
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah Stanley...Toaster in Da Tub..saves water....:)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 2:57:33 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

two toasters will save even more water

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 3:18:32 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrobb: I love that toaster in the bath correlation! It’s just so Ztting for a number of people I know. Mass psychosis-I guess the

evils were successful with that plan :-(

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 7:27:49 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley. Best comment today. Thanks for the laugh.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 9:41:55 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny one Stanley, I think if you had 3 plugged in toasters koating around in your bathtub maybe you would not have to "top up"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 10:08:17 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Siggysauer.......I bet the situation is that millions have been fed kuoridated water over a lifetime and most are still drinking water

and showering in it..and making coffee  with it and it's in toothpastes and most foods and all processed foods pop beer and

about everything else. Fluorine trashes the pineal gland and immune system and every cell in the body....and has been used for

hundreds of year.. Tea the Tea people drink contains Fluorine at the rate of about 1 mg per cup of Tea.. this is a well known

fact..and used by China to calm people..makes people sedate...passive....mildly lethargic....And what does UK have?

TeaTime....sipping Tea.. Much more at  kuoridealert.org/about    

Fluoride also lowers IQ .....and a hundred other ways to mess up the human.... and Passive , lethargic people don't think very

well...obviously as "smart' educated people roll up their sleeves and let their children 'shoot up' deadly toxin ....and run around

with a rag over their faces like some circus clown ......to 'save us from "The Sky is Falling" covid hoax.... Too bad the USA uses

110 volt electrical stuff.. Most the world Uses 220 Volt..usually 110 v ya just get a buzzzzz......220V ya get a ZAPPPP!!!!!

LOL..and a toaster with 220 in Da Tub.....will really fry ya !!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2022 4:39:10 PM

' Like  ( Dislike
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